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Motivation

➢ Optimal Transport Minimization (OT-M) algorithm is proposed to  estimate the locations of 
objects from density maps;

➢ OT-M is applied to produce hard pseudo-labels for semi-supervised counting, which conforms with 
schemes in other semi-supervised tasks.

➢ A Confidence-weighted Generalized Loss (C-GL) is proposed to reduce the influence of 
inaccurate pseudo-labels.
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Most crowd counting methods pay attention on density map prediction, few
consider how to perform localization on it.

CNN OT-M
(ours)



Optimal Transport Minimization
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➢ Objective: estimate a hard label from a soft 
density map by minimizing the entropic optimal 
transport cost (Sinkhorn distance) between them.

hard-label (point map)

soft-label (density map)

human annotation

Gaussian blur OT-M

neural network



Optimal Transport Minimization
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OT-M algorithm follows an alternating scheme that estimates the optimal transport plan from
the current point map (the OT-step), and updates the point map by minimizing their
transport cost (the M-step).

➢ Optimal Transport Step (OT-Step): the optimal transport plan 𝐏(𝑘) is computed while 
holding the cost matrix fixed:

➢ Minimization-Step (M-Step): the optimal cost matrix, parametrized by the points ℬ =

𝒚𝑗 𝑗=1

𝑚
is computed while holding the transport plan fixed:



Optimal Transport Minimization
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[1] Gabriel Peyré, Marco Cuturi, et al. Computational optimal transport: With applications to data science. Foundations and Trends in 
Machine Learning, 11(5-6):355–607, 2019.

OT-Step 

➢ The solution of optimal transport can be
formulated as:

➢ Sinkhorn algorithm[1] repeats the following
iterations to find 𝐮 and 𝐯 until convergence:

M-Step 

➢ Plugging in the cost function ( ⋅ 2), each 𝒚𝑖
can be optimized independently:

➢ Letting its derivative equal to zero:



Optimal Transport Minimization
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OT-step (1) M-step (1) OT-step (2) M-step (2)

input image iteration = 1 iteration = 2 iteration = 4 iteration = 8density map Ground Truth



OT-M for Semi-Supervised Counting
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EMA

Student Net

Teacher Net

forward

backward

C-GL

C-GL

OT-M

(a) Training  with labeled data

(b) Training  with unlabeled data

➢ Labeled images: A student net is trained with fully-
supervised learning on the GT point maps.

➢ Unlabeled images: A teacher net is used to generate a soft
pseudo-label (density map) for perturbed input, and OT-M is
applied to produce a hard pseudo-label (point map).

➢ Mean-teacher: An exponential moving average (EMA) is 
used to update the parameters in the teacher net.

➢ C-GL: Confidence-weighted generalized loss is used to
reduce the effect of inconsistent (noisy) pseudo-labels.



OT-M for Semi-Supervised Counting
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Generalized Loss w/ Gating

➢ (𝐟∗, 𝐠∗) and 𝐏 are the gradients of (𝐚, 𝐛) and the
transport plan while applying Sinkhorn algorithm to
KL-UOT.

➢ (𝜏1, 𝜏2) is used to mask harmful case caused by the
bias of Sinkhorn algorithm.
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OT-M for Semi-Supervised Counting
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Confidence-weighted Generalized Loss

P1   .over-estimated P2    .under-estimated P3    .well-estimated

(a) density map (c) reconstructed points (e) pixel-wise weights 𝐰2

(b) point map (d) weight calculation (f) point-wise weights 𝐰1

Confidence is computed by measuring 
the consistency of 𝐏 and 𝐛.



Experiments on Localization
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LM: Local Maximum
GMM: Gaussian Mixture Model

input image density map ground truthOT-M results



Experiments on Semi-Supervised Counting
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Ablation Study & Limitation
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OT-M algorithm is limited by its efficiency.

➢ the total runtime for an image of 384 × 576 is 0.080s: 
• density map estimation :0.013s
• OT-M :0.067s

➢ input images are cropped into 512 × 512 in semi-
supervised counting. Average training time is 0.34s
per sample.



Conclusion
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• Optimal Transport Minimization algorithm, a parameter-free method for crowd 
localization on density map.  OT-M alternates between two steps: 

• OT-step: the transport plan between the current point map and the input density map 
is estimated;

• M-step: the point map is updated using the transport plan computed in the OT-step.

• OT-M is applied to semi-supervised counting via a teacher-student framework.

• A  confidence-weighted generalized loss (C-GL) is proposed to reduce confirmation bias 
introduced by noisy predictions for unlabeled data.
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